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Abstract. While the Smart Grid is a key concept to move towards a sustainable power system, 

decarbonisation of the whole energy sector requires rethinking the role of electricity in a wider context. 

This refers in particular to the interaction with the heating, cooling and transport sectors (which 

contribute substantially to greenhouse gas emissions) on the end-use side, and with various types of fuels 

(and natural gas in particular) on the supply-side. In this respect, emerging concepts such as energy 

systems integration can increase the overall system’s economic and environmental performance from 

both operation and planning perspectives while maintaining the expected level of security of supply. More 

specifically, such a Smart Multi-Energy System thinking, which also entail Smart Buildings, Smart 

Communities and Smart Cities, has the potential to unlock value somehow hidden when considering only 

electricity and to access new forms of flexibility that may be essential in future networks. On the other 

hand, significant challenges also arise in terms of the complexity of modelling and then operating and 

planning such an integrated system. 

The aim of this talk is to present some of the research activities that are going on for a few years at the 

University of Manchester on this topic, including: multi-energy load modelling and building energy 

management systems; integrated load flow analysis and multi-energy optimal power flow; flexibility 

assessment of integrated energy systems; operational optimization and flexible expansion planning of 

distributed multi-generation systems; business cases for distributed energy technologies (with focus on 

demand response and storage) and smart communities; city-level energy system modelling; integrated 

electricity and gas transmission operation; and risk and resilience assessment of future systems. 
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